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Our Mission

The Jane Goodall Institute promotes
understanding and protection of great apes
and their habitat and builds on the legacy of
Dr. Jane Goodall, our founder, to inspire
individual action by young people of all ages
to help animals, other people and to protect
the world we all share.
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Introduction

Jane always says everything is connected. With a powerful coalition — experts, luminaries,
educators, mentors, supporters, and youth — and an energized and effective strategy,
we’re realizing our collective dream of a thriving future for chimpanzees, other wildlife,
and our planet. This report reflects the rewards of investment in local communities over
the history of our Africa Programs, but is also a window into the future of our transition
into even more high-impact species conservation.
Holistic approaches for a thriving ecosystem: Determination propels us at the Jane Goodall Institute ( JGI): the
belief that we’re capable of extraordinary things when we
create comprehensive solutions designed with compassion.
Our founder’s vision lights our way, and the phenomenal
support of those in the JGI family—each of you—has
driven results worldwide.

conservation while improving human well-being. With a
strategic plan reaching 36 ecoregions, we’re using progressive satellite technology, along with training forest
monitors, and designing near real-time reporting apps to
save more chimpanzees and habitats than ever before.
In our work to rescue orphaned chimpanzees, we successfully transferred 100
chimpanzees forming
“If we all act together, the cumulative effect of even
integrated communities
the small choices we make can lead us toward the
to live on Tchimpounga Chimpanzee
kind of world that we all will be proud to leave to our
Rehabilitation Center’s
grandchildren.”
forested islands in the
Dr. Jane Goodall
Republic of Congo.

Fulfilling our mission:
In forests across Africa, chimpanzees and
other species roam as
vital members of their
ecosystems — as their
safety and these precious
places disappear on our watch. JGI is the only conservation organization primarily focused on community-centered chimpanzee conservation. To fulfill our mission, we
conserve chimpanzees, their homes and cultures, listen to
people’s needs as we work collaboratively to support sustainable community development, and invest globally in a
conscious and compassionate generation of young people
motivated to act.

Positive change by and
for people: Our sustainable livelihood projects deliver
tools and resources to provide greater economic opportunities for people living adjacent to core conservation
areas, to mitigate harm to habitats and species. A growing
worldwide movement in nearly 100 countries, Roots &
Shoots empowers young people to be active leaders in
creating positive change.
It’s been a successful year of increased reach and depth in
our work, filled with hope.

Real results across the chimpanzee range: Using the most
cutting-edge science and technology, we identify and address problems by connecting environmental and wildlife

The Jane Goodall Institute

We’re making a difference. Thanks to you.
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What's Inside

By the Numbers

Get an at-a-glance look inside JGI's collective and
country level impact across our program area.

Country Highlights
Tanzania

Learn how JGI's work in Gombe National Park is
continuing to support chimpanzee conservation and
meet some of our girls scholarship recipients.

Uganda
See how tree planting improved acess to clean water for
communities in Uganda and meet our country director
Dr. Peter Appell.
Photo By: JGI/Bill Wallauer

Africa Programs

GROWING COMMUNITY-CENTERED
COMPASSION & CONSERVATION
Expanding our impact to save species and ecosystems through community-centered
efforts was never more critical than in 2017. As chimpanzee populations continue to
face ever growing threats and people live in unstable and difficult economic and social
conditions, we’re addressing the complexity of these issues head-on.
Our Africa Programs take an integrated approach to
identify and reduce threats, and sustain our commitment
to determine the most effective conservation actions. Our
strategy has resulted in one of the largest cohesive chimpanzee conservation initiatives in Africa.

the-art GIS mapping and cloud technologies, ongoing
surveys, and bio-monitoring, environmental education,
reinforced and new protected areas and collaboration with
law enforcement, as well as first-in-class sanctuary care,
we’re addressing the country-specific needs of people,
wildlife, and their environments.

Powerful long-term investment: As we look to the horizon, we’re also demonstrating the effectiveness of longterm investment in our core program areas. Through
assessing chimpanzee “core” corridors through state-of-

oped community partners who are informed citizens with
increased economic agency, deeply invested in conservation.

Programs to span eleven countries: We’ve reinforced
efforts in core program
Through generating
countries of the Demoover half a million
“It’s up to us to save the world for tomorrow:
cratic Republic of Condollars in sustainable
It’s
up
to
you
and
me.”
go, Republic of Congo,
livelihood projects,
Dr. Jane Goodall
Tanzania, and Uganda
providing nearly 300
as we strengthened our
individuals with trainrelationships and established stable collaborative fielding for forest monitoring operations, helping 44 girls to
based coalitions. These collaborators are working with us
continue their education, and so much more we’ve reached
to plan for results-based conservation strategies across
over 300,000 people with our programs. The positive efthe chimpanzee range. To expand our work to ensure the
fects of improving human and wildlife well-being through
future of the chimpanzee range, 2017 included several
partnerships and capacity building continued to be highly
scoping missions conducted by teams of JGI experts who
effective in 2017.
technically assessed and evaluated resources at governCommunity commitment: Through improved health and
mental and partnership levels in Burundi, Gabon, Guinwell-being programs, education, and sustainable liveliea, Liberia, Senegal (in collaboration with JGI-Spain),
hood projects including beekeeping, agroforestry, and
Cameroon, and Mali.
entrepreneurship via microcredit banking, we’ve devel-

The Jane Goodall Institute
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Africa Programs

By the Numbers

Tanzania

339,533

The JGI Girl’s Scholarship program
has supported

44

PEOPLE

were reached by JGI programs

WOMEN AND GIRLS

106,273
OBSERVATIONS

collected by forest monitors and
protected area managers.

100

COMMUNITIES, INSTITUTIONS,
OR ASSOCIATIONS

with access to secondary and postsecondary
education in 2017, increasing girls’
access to education and helping
eliminate gender disparity in higher
learning.

$524,313
INCOME GENERATED

through sustainable livelihoods
adopted
by communities.

effectively managing their natural
resources in target landscapes.

28

MICROCREDIT GROUPS

whose savings total $78,108
invested in environmentally friendly
businesses.

4,959,961
CHIMPANZEE HABITAT HECTARES

under management for conservation
through JGI and conservation
partnerships.
The Jane Goodall Institute
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Africa Programs

Uganda

Congo

DRC

592,354

23,834

TREES PLANTED

BENEFICIARIES

in Western Uganda through
the Sustainable Resource
Management and Livelihoods
project.

of JGI’s 4-year maternal health and
family
planning initiative implemented in
Health Zones situated near great ape
populations.

148

CHIMPANZEES

currently housed and cared for
at Tchimpounga.

1,500
HOUSEHOLDS

in 11 target villages, as well as all local
schoolchildren and their families in
Uganda, benefitted from this tree
planting project.

25,000

KILOGRAMS OF FOOD PURCHASED

for $240,000 per year provides people
with a stable, dependable source of
income and makes us a key player in
the local economy.

1,290

SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOOD PROJECTS

established including beekeeping,
microcredit, group savings, and nontimber forest products.

239

SCHOOLCHILDREN

were hosted by JGI staff for Super
Kodo- related field trips that
featured nature walks, quizzes, and
educational games.

Photos: Fernando Turmo, Jackson Mitume, Shawn Sweeney, Brenda Mirembe

The Jane Goodall Institute
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Africa Programs

Photo By: JGI/Carlos Drews

We found new evidence of chimpanzee presence north of Gombe through
groundbreaking research, looked for ways to reduce habitat destruction, and supported
the education of girls and women to ensure a better future for humans, animals, and
wildlife in Western Tanzania.
Habitat challenges: Western Tanzania, home to approximately 2,600 Eastern chimpanzees, consists of tropical
forest, woodland and grassland mosaic. The primary
threats to chimpanzees in this region are habitat loss /degradation and fragmentation due to forest conversion to agriculture, settlements, and other human land use. Disease
transmission from nearby human communities continues
to be a significant threat to habituated chimpanzee populations in Gombe and Mahale Mountains National Parks.

universities, research included a 60-day, on the ground
survey to systematically search and record evidence of
chimpanzee presence north of Gombe National Park
informed by high-resolution satellite imagery, drones, and
chimpanzee habitat suitability modeling. We identified
chimpanzee presence north of Gombe, habitat destruction
areas, and the need for urgent action to conserve these
areas as a potential corridor.
JGI Girl’s Scholarship Program: We’re fostering the next
generation of self-sufficient, educated women invested
in conservation in areas around chimpanzee habitat. In
Kigoma, the JGI Girl’s Scholarship program is increasing girls’ access to education and helping to eliminate
gender disparity in higher learning. Since its founding in
1998, the program has supported 328 girls with access to
secondary and postsecondary education, and five young
women have enrolled in college-level science since 2016.

Evidence to inform next steps: To better understand
connectivity between chimpanzees in Gombe National Park and populations north of the park, we launched
a multi-faceted project with funding from a National
Science Foundation Grant. In collaboration with the
National Science Foundation, Tanzania Wildlife Institute, Tanzania National Parks, Tanzania Commission for
Science and Technology, and researchers from U.S.-based
The Jane Goodall Institute
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Africa Programs

Meet three of our Kigoma, Tanzania JGI Girl’s Scholarship recipients:
Juliet
Juliet received a scholarship from us in 2006 to pursue a
degree in education at SAUTI University Mwanza. Upon
completion of her degree, she was promoted to be District Education Officer in the Kasulu-District Council.
Juliet continued her education while employed and obtained a Master’s degree in human resources management.
In March 2016, she was appointed by Tanzanian President
Dr. John Joseph Magufuli as District Commissioner of
Kalambo District in Rukwa Region, where she champions natural resource conservation and JGI´s approach
in the Kigoma and Katavi regions. Both regions include
important chimpanzee habitat. Her dream? To become
a member of parliament and potentially a government
minister.

Photo By: JGI/Jackie Conciatore

Elina

Elizabeth

Before receiving our scholarship, Elina’s parents supported her through secondary school and
a certificate course in secretarial management but were
unable to pay for a follow-up course. Village government
stepped in and referred Elina’s application for a JGI
Girl’s Scholarship program, for a secretarial diploma to
be completed in 2016. After completing the degree, Elina
then took a secretarial position at the Tanzania Teachers
Union Kigoma office. “I used my first two month’s salaries
to renovate my parents’ home,” explains Elina. “I thank
them and JGI for helping me to get to where I am today. I
plan to obtain my degree after working for two years.”

Twenty-two-year-old Elizabeth first received our support
in 2010. She then went on to enroll in Mbegani College,
and eventually its Diploma program from 2014 to 2016.
Elizabeth was selected by the National Council for Technical Education to pursue a degree in logistics and transportation management at Dar es Salaam University. Elizabeth is seeking to combine that degree with her interest in
natural resources at a later date, informed by her advanced
diploma in environment and coastal resource management
from Mbegani College, Bagamoyo in 2017. Elizabeth
says, “Thank you so much for my continued support.”

“Addressing the threats in Tanzania by viewing the big picture to provide
individualized solutions is what we’ve always done — nothing we do
is one-size-fits-all and it shows.”
Alice Macharia, director of Africa Programs

The Jane Goodall Institute
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Africa Programs

In a region where high human population threatens chimpanzee habitat, we’re taking
action to restore the environment and help communities thrive.
Changing habitat: In Western Uganda, chimpanzee habitat was formerly contiguous forest from north to south.
In the last century, thousands of hectares of habitat were
cleared for farming, leaving remaining forests fragmented. Today, an estimated 5,000 Eastern chimpanzees live in
Western Uganda, one of the largest
populations of this subspecies in Africa.
Human pressures and consequences: Threats to chimpanzees in Uganda range from accidental snare entrapment
to human encroachment and disease transmission. Over
20 percent of the chimpanzee population in Uganda
suffers from permanent injuries due to snares set for other
wildlife. While most chimpanzee habitats are within
protected areas, many of these forest reserves are poorly
managed, with high levels of illegal logging and hunting.
All Ugandan chimpanzee habitats are impacted by population pressures. Consequently, disease transmission

Photo By: Bill Woolam

is a significant concern. At the intersection of all of
these threats, JGI’s programs in Uganda focus on public
awareness and education, snare removal, human health,
and sustainable livelihoods to protect chimpanzees and
give local people more conservation conscious options.

STAFF SPOTLIGHT
Country Director, he’s
responsible for developing,
administering, planning,
implementing, monitoring,
evaluating, and reporting
on programs. He also acts
as our wildlife veterinarian
for JGI’s Africa Programs,
where he provides technical expertise for the care of
captive and wild chimpanzees.

Peter originally joined us as Sanctuary
Manager and Veterinarian for Ngamba Island Chimpanzee Sanctuary. In
2005, when Ngamba Island became
semi-autonomous, Peter took on a role
as program director and veterinarian
for JGI-Uganda. As JGI-Uganda’s

A recognized authority in
chimpanzee medical care,
Peter earned his Bachelor’s degree in
Veterinary Medicine from Makerere
University in Kampala-Uganda. After
completing his degree, he worked as a
farm vet, as well as providing pro bono
services to the district veterinary office
and the Uganda Society for Protection
The Jane Goodall Institute
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and Care of Animals (USPCA). Peter
also holds a Master’s degree in Sustainable International Development
from the Heller School of Social
Policy and Management at Brandeis
University and has completed handson training in wildlife health and
management and wildlife rescue.

“We’ve been conserving
regional forests and waterways
through sustainable resource
management and livelihoods,
making sure they are viable for
many generations to come”
Dr. Peter Apell,
JGI-Uganda country manager

Africa Programs

Photo: JGI Uganda/Brenda Mirembe

The Albertine Rift is vital to many endangered species, including chimpanzees — and
is also critically threatened by climate change and increasing natural resource usage by
growing human populations.
In many of the region’s communities, the need to convert
riverine forest systems to farmland is rising in parallel
to human populations’ need for food and income. Ninety-eight percent of communities in the area rely on agriculture as their primary livelihood option, with 79 percent
of the economic activity being subsistence agriculture.

Resource Management and Livelihoods project. The
final number of trees planted was an astounding 592,354.
Nearly 1,500 households in 11 target villages benefitted
from this project. Replanting trees helped reestablish
healthy watersheds and ecosystems to ensure a more
reliable supply of water for both wildlife and human
communities in the area. By mitigating the risk of a
water supply crisis, the opportunity allowed communities to engage in conservation strategies that will better
protect their interests in the long term.

Almost 600,000 trees planted: Thanks to collaborative
research from the Africa Biodiversity Collaborative
Group (of which JGI is a part), and particularly a recent
evaluation to link freshwater conservation and water,
sanitation, and hygiene (FW-WASH) along with community insights, JGI developed plans with communities to
manage forests, grow livelihood opportunities, and protect watersheds. This knowledge allowed JGI to work hand
in hand with local people to replant degraded forests and
sustain previously restored areas through land use planning
and community forest monitoring.
The project is known as Conserving Regional Forests
& Waterways in Western Uganda through Sustainable

The Jane Goodall Institute
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Tchimpounga By the Numbers

148

Chimpanzees currently housed and caraed for at Tchimpounga

$240k

spent per year on produce, providing local communities
a stable dependable source of income

1 million

Congolese people who were able to watch JGI’s Super
Kodo children’s television program

239

students were led on Super Kodo related field trips that
offered nature walks and games

Tchimpounga

A SAFE HAVEN FOR SECOND CHANCES
JGI’s Tchimpounga Chimpanzee Rehabilitation Center provides a safe haven and second
chances for rescued chimpanzees, many of whom are only infants when they arrive. Most
of the chimpanzees have witnessed the death of their mothers at the hands of poachers; we
rescue others from crisis situations stemming from the illegal bushmeat and pet trades. They
all come to us frightened and traumatized, often injured and unwell—and are immediately
embraced by the care and support of our dedicated caregivers.
Comprehensive 24/7 care: Dr. Rebeca Atencia, executive
environments of these islands. The three Tchimpounga
director of JGI in the Republic of Congo and head mansanctuary islands offer semi-natural chimpanzee habitat
ager/veterinarian at Tchimpounga, leads a staff who work
and, because chimpanzees don’t swim, the river water
around the clock to restore the physical and psychological
acts as a natural barrier so the chimpanzees can enjoy the
well-being of these traumatized individuals. When chimsense of living in an open, forested space. These isolatpanzees arrive at Tchimed island forests also
pounga, they receive care
shield the chimpanzees
“While we will always need to maintain a
at our main sanctuary
from poachers, disease
traditional sanctuary setting for chimpanzees too injured
site near Pointe-Noire.
transmission, and wild
or
traumatized
to
live
more
independently,
the
improved
Our main sanctuary
chimpanzees.
provides intensive
quality of life individuals benefit from on our sanctuary
Successful transfer of
medical, emotional, and
100 chimps: Over the
islands is gratifying.”
social support to bring
past few years, RebeDr. Rebeca Atencia, executive director of JGI Congo
these suffering chimca and her team have
panzees back to health.
identified chimpanzees
For a more intimate look, watch Wounda: A Story of Hope at
who are good candidates for transfer to the islands. The
janegoodall.org/woundashope.
decision to transfer a chimpanzee relies heavily on the
Island sanctuaries create happy homes: Over 213 chimps
have called Tchimpounga home over the years, which has
strained a site initially intended to care for 40-50 chimpanzees. In December 2017 there were nearly 150 chimpanzees housed in Tchimpounga. To provide more space
for the chimpanzees, we partnered with the government of
the Republic of Congo for expansion of the sanctuary to
the Tchindzoulou, Ngombe, and Tchibebe islands located in the Kouilou River. In 2013, we began a program to
transfer rehabilitated chimpanzees to the protected forest

The Jane Goodall Institute

personality, health, habits, social skills, and preferences of
each. We never force a transfer if it isn’t the demonstrated
preference of the chimpanzee. This careful process has led
to more than 100 safe individual transfers from the main
sanctuary site to the three sanctuary islands. Our greatest
success has been the extensive planning for and integration of chimpanzees to form socially compatible community groups. The groups of 50 individuals or less on each
sanctuary island provide unrelated chimpanzees with the
social structure they need to thrive.
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Tchimpounga

WELCOME TO TCHIMPOUNGA

How chimps are brought in and what
happens next:

1

ARRIVAL
Chimps arrive at our main sanctuary site
near Pointe-Noire in the Republic of
Congo.

2

In this video clip, Jane inspects a high-resolution map of the Tchimpounga
sanctuary islands on the edge of the Tchimpounga Sanctuary Reserve in
the Kouilou River of the Republic of Congo.

CARE + SUPPORT
We provide intensive medical, emotional,
and social support.

3

REHABILITATION
Caregivers work around the clock to
restore the physical and psychological
well-being of these traumatized individuals.

4

TRANSFER ASSESSMENT
Rehabilitated chimps are assessed for
transfer to the protected environments
of three sanctuary islands situated in the
nearby Kouilou River.

In partnership with the Congolese government,
the sanctuary islands of Tchibebe, Ngombe,
and Tchindzoulou are a safe place for groups
of the nearly 100 rescued Tchimpounga
chimpanzees to roam. Many of these
chimpanzees were infants when they were
brought to Tchimpounga and still require the
security, support, and food provided by JGI
staff.
The Jane Goodall Institute
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The natural barrier
of the surrounding
water gives the
chimpanzees the ability
to confidently explore
the islands, while
returning to the safety
of a housing facility on
each.

Tchimpounga

George - New Arrival

“Yoko is a perfect example of a chimpanzee that
has improved health while living on the islands.”

George was torn from his family by poachers in the
forests of Angola and sold into the illegal pet trade as an
infant. Dalene Dreyer, a German expatriate working in
Angola rescued George and was put in touch with the
Pan African Sanctuary Alliance (PASA), which connects
23 sanctuaries in 13 African countries to place rescued
wildlife. Happily for George, PASA helped bring him to
Tchimpounga.

Sofia Fernandez-Navarro,
Tchimpounga sanctuary manager

Yoko - Island Transfer Success

Brought to JGI’s Tchimpounga sanctuary in March of
1998 in poor condition, Yoko is a very shy chimpanzee, so much so that the Tchimpounga staff thought he
might never fully socialize or be able to live on the sanctuary islands.

After a JGI veterinary checkup, Dalene had the joy of
seeing him put into the hands of one of our highly skilled
caregivers, Chantal, who knew just how to interact with
George. With ample games and plenty of attention,
Chantal gained George’s trust.

Yoko is a perfect example of a chimpanzee that has defied expectations: he was kept in isolation for a long time
because of his shyness. Thanks to our Sanctuary Manager
Sofia Fernandez-Navarro’s ability to create personality
profiles, Yoko was matched to a group where all the
chimps could thrive together.

He’s a fearless and determined little chimpanzee, so
Chantal teaches him regularly about potential dangers
with vocalizations, looks, or gestures. Soon, George will
get to know other caregivers and rescued chimpanzees to
avoid being too dependent on Chantal and be on his way to
fully adapting to sanctuary life.

Yoko has two close companions: Silaho and Luc. The
trio plays together regularly. Luc is smaller than Yoko
and Silaho, so he often gets scared and cries if the others
are rough-housing.

“He very much enjoys climbing trees, though as he
is still just a baby, the trees this little brave chimp
are conquering are only about four meters high.
George is a very brave and determined little fellow.”

Yoko is very compassionate, and when he sees that he has
scared his friend, he runs over to comfort Luc. This special chimpanzee has transformed from a skittish, lonely
chimpanzee to a healthy, happy one while living on the
islands. He is now full of life and joy!

The Jane Goodall Institute

Chantal Batadio, caregiver
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Tchimpounga

GROWING COMPASSION & CONSERVATION
Our work in the Republic of Congo extends far beyond
Tchimpounga Chimpanzee Rehabilitation Center, Africa’s largest chimpanzee sanctuary, into communities
surrounding Tchimpounga Nature Reserve to improve
health outcomes, increase sustainable economic growth,
environmental awareness, and access to education.

Literacy programs for women and JGI
caregivers: Many Congolese have reduced employment
opportunities because of inadequate literacy skills. With a
stronger grasp of reading and writing, work and advancement options open up for class participants. JGI’s women’s
empowerment groups and 111 Tchimpounga staff members have the opportunity to attend literacy classes.

Human-wildlife disease protection: Since people live
near chimpanzees in this area, an important goal is to
prevent disease transmission. In Tchimpounga, we treat
dogs that accompany owners into the forest. By deworming, spaying/neutering, and providing veterinary care, we
ensure the health of village dogs. Consequently, they pose
less of a threat to both wild chimpanzees and the human
community, reducing incidents of disease transmission.

Strengthening great ape awareness: To educate communities about great ape protection laws, Tchimpounga takes
a triangle approach to protect great apes through enforcement, rescue, and education. To educate communities
about great ape protection laws, we engage in discussions
with local community members about the illegal nature of
trade in chimpanzees.

Human health support: When there’s an
outbreak of serious disease, everyone’s at risk.
Tchimpounga staff vaccinate people in nearby communities to prevent the spread of polio. We support the health
of the local community with multiple measures, including
experts who teach women’s empowerment groups family
planning, nutrition, and disease prevention best practices.
The Jane Goodall Institute

Positive economic impacts: We source the
food for nearly 150 chimpanzees from local communities, making us a key player in the local economy. Purchasing 25,000 kilograms of local produce per month for
approximately $240,000 per year provides local farmers
with a reliable source of income.
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Tchimpounga

STAFF SPOTLIGHTS
Sofia Fernandez-Navarro
Sanctuary Manager of
Tchimpounga Chimpanzee
Rehabilitation Center
Sofia is the architect of our social and
psychological assessment observations
and protocols that have made JGI’s
integration of chimpanzee communities
on the sanctuary islands so successful.
She also oversees daily management of
Tchimpounga and coordinates JGI’s
support of the Tchimpounga Nature Reserve, including 20 staff members. One of
the most fascinating parts of Sofia’s work
is establishing techniques for the collection and analysis of data, mainly tied to
personality/chimpanzee traits to devise
suitability models for chimpanzee group
integration.
Sofia cradles a new addition to Tchimpounga sanctuary — a baby
chimpanzee. Because chimpanzees are nursed for up to five years,
experienced JGI staff act as surrogates for young individuals
torn from their family by poachers to provide the care and bottle
feeding these infants need to survive.

In addition to those duties, Sofia leads
many of our community-centered
conservation and education programs in
the communities around Tchimpounga.

“Once you study the chimpanzees
here, you begin to understand
that each has a unique role
in the group based on their
personality — some are alphas,
some are pranksters—and each
one is important in creating a
functioning group.”

“I was born in the city of Pointe-Noire in Congo. I am
54 years old, and I’ve worked at Tchimpounga since
1998. As a mother myself, I already knew how to treat
a baby, and I treated them like my children — I see that
these chimpanzee babies are very similar to human
babies. What I do is very important. I love my work
and the animals. If someone kills a chimpanzee, it is as
if he killed a person. We must protect them.”
Antonette Makosso, caregiver

“I was hired in 1994 to care for and rehabilitate
chimpanzee babies who are victims of hunters in
Tchimpounga. When the babies first arrive, I sleep
with them because they are sad and need love. I make
sure that the baby does not have a fever or similar
issues upon arrival and can explain the overall health
to the veterinary team if treatment and follow up is
needed. We must protect chimpanzees across the
whole world because we are so similar to them.”
Chantal Bataio, caregiver

The Jane Goodall Institute

These programs benefit communities
by sourcing fruits and vegetables for the
sanctuary, fueling the local economy
with nearly $240,000 in yearly purchases.
Sofia works with community leaders to
improve livelihoods, health outcomes,
environmental understanding, and conservation.
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Conservation Science by the Numbers

290

rangers, forest monitors, eco-guards,
and forest guards trained in improved
protection and/or management of
community conservation areas

106,273

observations collected by forest
monitors and protected area rangers

79,500

area (in hectares) of Kibale National
Park in Uganda—about the size of
New York City—in which the Forest
Watcher app helps to identify potential
threats

4,959,961

hectares of chimpanzee habitat under
management for conservation through
JGI and conservation partnerships

Photo: Esri/NASA

Conservation Science

WE’RE BRINGING TECHNOLOGY
SOLUTIONS DOWN TO EARTH
We create innovative solutions that take our conservation efforts to scale and inform
our endeavors through participatory action research. A community-centered approach
leveraging the latest technologies, tools, data, and knowledge is at the heart of all our
Conservation Science work.
Connect knowledge to action: The tools and data generPinpoint threats and trends: Our conservation science
ated by our Conservation Science program and the work
approach helps us identify the most prevalent threats
of our lead scientist, Dr. Lilian Pintea, inform our strategies
in each area. For example, by combining satellite data,
for the protection of chimpanzees and their habitats. New
threat modeling using geographic information system
technologies and information-gathering also support local
(GIS), expert knowledge, and local insights as part of the
knowledge and the capaConservation Action
bility of communities to
Planning process using
“Our goal is to convert data into actionable
understand, manage, and
Open Standards for the
make decisions about the
information that is meaningful and useful to local
Practice of Conservacritical habitats they share
tion, decision makers
decision makers to make better choices
with great apes. To drive
agreed that the bushfor people and chimpanzees”
efforts forward faster, we
meat trade is one of the
Dr.
Lilian
Pintea,
vice
president
of
conservation
science
collaborate with technology
most significant threats
leaders such as Microsoft,
to chimpanzees in the
NASA, the Environmental Systems Research Institute
Eastern Democratic Republic of Congo — but in Tanza(Esri), Google, DigitalGlobe, World Resources Institute,
nia, loss of habitat, especially loss of evergreen and riverine
and academic partners including the University of Maryforests to agriculture, is the greatest threat. With insights
land and Northern Arizona University. Together, we delike these, we can design individualized solutions for each
velop essential technologies while delivering actionable,
location and invest in the conservation strategies and
meaningful, and useful information to power real-world
actions that are most likely to reduce or eliminate the most
conservation decisions.
significant threats to chimpanzees.
On-the-ground empowerment: The new tools and data
Partnership and science for future success: It’s our expewe’re developing with our partners mean we can reach the
rience that alliances based in participatory science and
crucial “last mile” in conservation by empowering local
appropriate problem-solving technologies, combined
communities and individuals to take ownership of effecwith building local capacity, are a powerful force to multive conservation strategies. Our expert field staff listen
tiply change at the grassroots and multinational level.
to and engage with communities and individual citizens,
These types of relationships and scientific approaches are
prioritizing their involvement and partnership. When
the north star guiding the future of JGI, increasing our
local stakeholders identify new useful technologies or
ability to solve pressing needs and overcome conservation
approaches we help build local capacity, to maintain and use
and development challenges in innovative, strategic, and
them long-term for the benefit of all.
collaborative ways.
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Conservation Science

MAKING A DIFFERENCE WITH DATA

This visualization using a 2005 QuickBird satellite image shows the difference in the forest and woodland cover between the region within the Gombe National Park, to
the left of the red boundary line, and the village lands outside of the park to the right. Such visualizations guided the design of village land use plans and establishment
of village forest reserves connected to Gombe. Credits: NASA/Goddard Scientific Visualization Studio/Cindy Starr, DigitalGlobe and the Jane Goodall Institute

JGI’s new Forest Monitoring Dashboard is another leap forward
in giving local people and governments the insight to manage their community
forest reserves and land-use plans. Together.
Chimpanzee Habitat Health Index: In partnership with
NASA and the University of Maryland, we’ve used more
than 30,000 Landsat satellite images, ecological modeling,
and crowd-sourced field data to map chimpanzee habitat
suitability in Africa. The result of this partnership —the
Chimpanzee Habitat Health Index — is part of a more
extensive Decision Support System (DSS). This system
was developed in collaboration with the Conservation
Measures Partnership and Foundation of Success that
uses Open Standards for the Practice of Conservation
as a management framework to convert big geospatial
data into actionable information useful for conservation
planning and decision-making.

changes in land use caused by human development based
on information from 2000 and projected land use changes
likely to occur through 2030. This innovation gives our
partners and us a better understanding of current habitat
suitability for chimpanzees and foresees probable habitat
changes and threats to develop cost-effective conservation
strategies and actions.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) for Habitat - Connectivity
Modeling: There’s a critical need to identify areas where
connectivity between chimpanzee habitats will be lost
in the near future without immediate interventions by
identifying priority locations and actions to avoid costly
restoration efforts. In collaboration with Northern
Arizona University and the University of Maryland,
we’re working with Microsoft AI for Earth, a program
developed in collaboration with Esri, that empowers
people and organizations to solve global environmental
challenges by increasing access to AI tools while
accelerating innovation.

The Index uses multiple satellite data layers to construct
maps indicating land suitability for chimpanzees based
on factors such as elevation, percent canopy cover, canopy
height, forest-edge density, and distance to tree cover loss.
The DSS, which runs on Esri’s ArcGIS Online platform
in Microsoft’s Azure Cloud, also provides access to
other data and modeling results. It’s employed to project
The Jane Goodall Institute
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Kibale is a vital chimpanzee region. However, there are threats to its populations
including human encroachment, habitat loss, disease and illegal bushmeat.
Kibale National Park is a crucial chimpanzee region
under multiple increasing threats in Uganda: illegal
bushmeat hunting, disease, and habitat loss from human
encroachment and conversion of forests to logging or
farmland. While the threats are on the rise, we’ve found
a way to more effectively seek out, locate, and stop these
threats by giving people the tools to access alerts detected
from space and navigate to those alerts on the ground.

Potential threats identified: The large size of the park
(79,500 hectares, similar to the size of New York City)
makes it difficult for rangers to patrol all areas. With the
Forest Watcher app, created in partnership with JGI,
World Resources Institute, Google Earth Outreach, and
Global Forest Watch, rangers can use satellite maps as
their eyes in the sky to see potential forest threats over the
entire park, plan patrols, and report illegal activities in
near real-time.

Photo: Brenda Mirembe

and to stop farming inside Kibale. A later highresolution DigitalGlobe satellite image showed that local
communities changed their land use and the new farms are
now outside Kibale National Park boundaries, keeping the
protected forest safe once more.

Deforestation prevented: Thanks to our training, a
Kibale ranger used the Forest Watcher app to access
and download weekly tree cover loss alerts on his mobile
Android tablet. He noticed that some tree cover loss
alerts were inside protected areas and decided to check
the area as part of his daily patrols. Alerts enabled the
ranger to locate and confirm the illegal encroachment
of new farms, inform his managers and set up a meeting
with local communities and tea plantation stakeholders
to assess the issue and devise solutions. Stakeholders and
the community agreed that land clearing was occurring
inside Kibale National Park because of the difficulty
in seeing protected area boundary demarcations. All
parties agreed to abide by the protected area boundaries

Proactive efforts ahead: As a result of this
success, Uganda Wildlife Authority rangers are interested
in using the open-source Forest Watcher App in all their
parks. Next steps for Forest Watcher are promising,
potentially growing local institutional capacity to use the
app, integrating imagery from higher resolution satellites
and mapping not only of tree cover loss but also fire and
other direct threats to the forests. With a more detailed and
timely picture of forest conservation areas available to all
stakeholders, along with improved technical and human
capacity to use the app, we’re helping to create a more
precise and effective system of protection for habitats and
chimpanzees a reality.

“We are engaged in local decision making processes and connect and listen to people’s needs while also speaking
for chimpanzees. We bring in the support to facilitate ongoing planning processes using Open Standards for
the Practice of Conservation, creating opportunities for science and data to improve coordinated conservation
decisions to have a positive impact on chimpanzees.”
Dr. Lilian Pintea, vice president of conservation science
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Roots & Shoots
By the Numbers

700,000+

Youth participants worldwide

100

Nearly 100 countries reached by the Roots & Shoots
program

1,255

Roots & Shoots projects completed
in 2017

90,000

Hours of U.S. Roots & Shoots
service in 2017

The photos above represent Roots & Shoots projects in action including
everything from beach cleanups, digital mapping of communities,
community murals, and celebrations of service.
Photos: Jon Orr and David Montejano

Roots & Shoots

TOMORROW'S UNSTOPPABLE
LEADERS TODAY
Our impact has grown to include 700,000+ individuals in nearly 100 countries— youth
dedicated to co-creating a more respectful and compassionate world.
During her earlier travels around the globe, Jane often
needs to ensure a better future for people, other animals,
met young people who were discouraged, sad, and angry.
and the environment.
They expressed frustration that their futures had been
Thousands of U.S. projects realized: Over 1,200 projects
compromised by the actions of previous generations — and
were completed in the U.S. by Roots & Shoots members
some felt they couldn’t do anything about it. In response,
in 2017 alone. More accomplishments include 300 projin 1991 Jane and 12 high school students in Tanzania
ects by members of the
created JGI’s Roots &
U.S. Roots & Shoots
Shoots program to inspire “We want to empower a critical mass of young
National Youth Leadand support young peoership Council, 90,000
people around the world who make daily
ple to solve problems in
hours of Roots &
decisions and leadership choices guided by the
their communities. The
Shoots service recorded
momentum from that
greater good. Even one small act can make a
last year by over 5,000
single project continues the
members, and almost
huge difference!”
growth of a dynamic world50,000 participants,
Erin Viera, vice president of Roots & Shoots
wide force for good from
reaching nearly one
Congo to Chicago to China.
million people with the benefits of their projects.
Positive impacts every day: Roots & Shoots enables
young people to develop critical skills and core competencies, handing them the keys to become catalysts for change.
At a time when many young people are looking to drive
positive impact, we provide the opportunity to develop
needed skills including project development, community
mapping, and building a network of collaborators to take
meaningful action.

International reach with online learning and grants:
Professional development was made available through
online coursework for educators to support the implementation of youth-led service campaigns using 21st century
learning skills. For greater reach, we distributed over 300 U.S.
based mini-grants of $200 each to invest in the innovative
solutions of young people and remove potential financial
barriers to their project implementation. To span the globe,
we also funded 12 international R&S programs and projects
through a grant in Argentina, Australia, Beijing, Belgium,
Canada, Chile, DRC, Republic of Congo, Shanghai, South
Africa, Tanzania, and Uganda.

Compassionate leadership fostered: The goal of our
Roots & Shoots movement is to empower and encourage
youth of all ages to pursue their passions, mobilize their
peers, and become the compassionate citizens our world

The Jane Goodall Institute
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Roots & Shoots

CULTIVATING COMPASSIONATE CITIZENS
We’re empowering young people through Roots
& Shoots to become citizens who will make
enlightened choices to build a better world through
service. Our methodology provides a clear
pathway to impact change as it hones the skills
and traits necessary for better decision making and
compassionate leadership.
Compassionate Leadership Skills & Traits
• Introspective: Examines beliefs to consider how
their actions affect the world around them.
• Acts with a purpose: Makes choices that align
with a commitment to have a positive impact on
important issues.

• Thinks critically: Explores a topic from all angles
before making a well-thought-out decision.

• Empathetic: Connects to feelings outside of
their own by viewing concepts through the lens of
another.
• Collaborates and communicates openly:
Embraces the inspiration and participation of
others by accepting new ideas and perspectives.

• A team player: Works well in a team and engages
their peers by leveraging each of their unique
individual skill sets.

• Inspires peers: Sets a positive example for people.

The Roots & Shoots Formula for
Meaningful Service
Step 1 - Get Engaged:

Young people find Roots & Shoots through social media, our
website, peers, or introductions from an adult mentor or educator.
Videos about Jane, member stories, example projects, toolkits,
and activities are available for viewing and downloading on the
Roots & Shoots website.
Step 2 - Community Mapping:

To identify possible projects, young people use the same strategy
as JGI’s scientists and field experts in Africa to explore their local
community and identify areas to make a difference with a tool
called Community Mapping.
Step 3 - Take Action:

Young people reflect on and prioritize the needs they discovered
through community mapping for people, other animals, and the
environment to identify their service projects.
Step 4 - Measuring Impact & Celebrating Success:

Once the project is complete, young people celebrate and
measure their impact, thus further inspiring both themselves
and other members of their community. The project is registered
on the Roots & Shoots website and given approval by JGI for a
Certificate of Recognition signed by Jane. Projects are added to
the cumulative impact young people are having for people, other
animals, and the environment all over the world.

• Hopeful & optimistic: Stays positive and is
committed to achieving their goal.

• Adaptable and resilient: Embraces change
and overcomes setbacks.

The Jane Goodall Institute
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Roots & Shoots
Roots & Shoots In the News

800 Attendees — and Jane —
Celebrate Service in San Francisco

Lancaster, California Group Stands Up to
End Illegal Desert Pollution

In October 2017, 800 young people came together at San
Francisco’s Crissy Field for a Roots & Shoots Celebration
of Service. Members from the Bay Area and across the
region showcased their ingenuity and ability to tackle
problems using the Roots & Shoots model across a wide
array of scales and approaches, with projects ranging
from aquaponics systems to pollinator gardens. Seven
“passport stations” informed present and future activists
about wildlife trafficking, migratory species, extractive
industries. and more, along with concrete ways to take
action. Attendees enjoyed interactive stations building
STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and
Math) skills, including an area with recycled electronics
used to create “Forest Guardian” devices to protect
wildlife and habitat. Thanks to a Skype partnership,
Roots & Shoots groups in Canada and South Africa
connected to U.S. groups to exchange ideas and build
global relationships.

At a Lancaster, California high school, a concerned group
of students came together and used Roots & Shoots
community mapping tools to identify the issue of illegal
waste dumping in the open desert. Using the Roots &
Shoots 4-step formula, the team came to understand
the gravity of the problem, including the effect of toxic
waste on soil, groundwater seepage, and negative impacts
on animal habitats. The project led to connecting with
community representatives and local experts to create an
action plan. Ultimately, Los Angeles County sent a district
attorney to inform students about the ramifications of
illegal dumping and consequences for polluters. The group
also worked with Parks and Recreation officials to bring
wildlife to the school and took students on a nature walk
for a firsthand look at the effects of illegal waste dumping
on desert ecosystems. As a culminating project the group
participated in a well-attended clean up day and created
solar-lit sculptures from collected trash. Many activities
received Roots & Shoots mini-grant support.

“Participating in the Roots & Shoots program ingrained within me the desire and
passion to make a difference through the acquisition of leadership skills... I learned
about what it takes to become a great leader to make a difference in my community.”

Roots & Shoots Alum Klalifa Stafford New York, NY, Post-Baccalaureate Scholar
at the Laboratory of Neurogenetics at the National Institutes of Health’s National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism
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Jane's Tour Highlights

JANE OPENS HEARTS AND MINDS
The National Geographic 2017 documentary JANE, directed by Brett Morgen and
featuring a musical score by Philip Glass, shows us Gombe National Park as never before
and inspires people of every generation, providing hope — and a desire to be like Jane.
A multi-faceted love story: Launched at a sold-out
Far-reaching contributions: The work Jane
Hollywood Bowl premiere for 17,000 people in Los
began 58 years ago has blossomed into much more than
Angeles, JANE, which Morgen calls a ‘cinematic opera,’ is
she ever imagined. The ‘B Record’ of research, which ina look into a world of bright and saturated forests, birds,
cludes notebooks, field records, digitized and organized
insects, and chimpanzees. The film has received the
notes, represents the longest running wild primate study
highest ratings in reviews from publications including
in the world. Resulting publications explore the lives of
The New York Times, LA Times, and The Guardian. Transthe original Gombe chimps and multiple generations of
ported into the wonder
their descendants,
of Gombe and its wild
interpreting their
“It was very moving when I first saw it because those
chimpanzees through
behaviors to underthe never-before-seen
were the best days of my life. More than any of the others, stand more about their
footage, global audiences
complex personalities,
this film takes me right back into how
gain an understanding of
compassion, aggresit
was
back
then.”
Jane’s deep love for her
sion, and relationDr. Jane Goodall
families, both chimpanships. This ongoing
zee and human, and the
research led by JGI
environment they share.
continues to transform the fields of primatology, human
and wildlife health, and conservation.
The intimate saga of a trailblazing woman: At the age of
26, with no formal higher education, Jane’s work blazed a
trail for women in science with her revolutionary studies
of wild chimpanzees, forever altering our understanding
of the boundaries between humans and the rest of the
animal kingdom. Director Brett Morgen explains, “Jane
describes Gombe as a vibrant potpourri of colors and
feelings and emotions, so we wanted to convey that in the
way that we would color grade the film and colorize it...as
it exists for Jane in her memory.”

Research and discovery continue: Applications of Jane´s
research and ongoing JGI research include the prevention and understanding of zoonotic (wildlife-to-human
transmitted) disease and the interpretation of chimpanzee behavior through the lens of their evolutionary
relationship to humankind. To advance this research,
JGI co-hosted a gala with the Wildlife Conservation
Network (WCN) to contribute to the future of Gombe, a
unique place for science and discovery.

Facing page, top right: JANE director Brett Morgen
with Jane and the film’s musical score composer
Philip Glass. Photo: Scott Kirkland/NatGeo/
Picture Group
Facing page, left: Jane is presented flowers by her
son Grub van Lawick. At left is her grandson Merlin
van Lawick, and at right, Brett Morgen and Phillip
Glass. Photo: Rebecca Hale
Facing page, bottom right: Erin Weaver playing
young Jane in Me...Jane with her toy chimpanzee
Jubilee. Photo: Kennedy Center/Theresa Wood
The Jane Goodall Institute
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Me…Jane: The Dreams & Adventures of Young
Jane Goodall Musical Inspires Youth — and Jane

Mutts Comic creator Patrick McDonnell’s award-winning children’s book Me…Jane is
the source material for the new musical commissioned by the John F. Kennedy Center
for Performing Arts in Washington, D.C.
Me ... Jane: The Dreams & Adventures of Young Jane Goodall, follows young Jane and her plush toy
chimpanzee, Jubilee, as they learn about
the world around them and the importance of protecting all living species.
With anecdotes taken directly from Jane’s
autobiography and a memorably catchy
original score, the adaptation makes this
very true story accessible for the young and
the young at heart.

The Jane Goodall Institute

Jane visited the premiere and was genuinely appreciative of the musical’s ability to convey her
message to audiences around the country.
Me…Jane opened to rave reviews and is a
nominee for multiple Helen Hayes Awards,
which recognize and celebrate excellence
in professional theatre in the Washington,
D.C. metropolitan area. The musical will
tour the United States in 2019.
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Caldwell-Fisher Family Foundation
The Caldwell-Fisher Family
Foundation is a longstanding
supporter of JGI and family members
have also engaged meaningfully with
our work on a number of fronts. In
honor of JGI’s 40th anniversary,
Jennifer Caldwell joined us as a
member of the planning committee
for the Roots & Shoots Celebration
of Service, hosted in partnership with
the National Park Service at Crissy
Field in San Francisco. Her work
resulted in a gathering that included
800 young people, 11 partner
organizations, volunteers, and
supporters from all over the Bay Area
and a Skype tent to enable interface

with international Roots & Shoots
groups. Jennifer’s daughters, Saskia
and Annelise, showcased their work
with TED speaker and founder of
the Rainforest Connection, Topher
White, with a demonstration of how
they repurposed used smartphones
and other devices to facilitate forest
monitoring and wildlife trafficking
in the Amazon rainforest. Jennifer
continues to consult with the JGI
team on media and other marketing
opportunities to promote the Roots
& Shoots program. We’re grateful
for the family’s ongoing support and
collaborative efforts to advance our
mission in the years to come.

“With Jane as one of my lifelong idols, it has been deeply gratifying to support her and the work of JGI.
My daughters now, too, are inspired to follow her leadership.”

Sheth Sangreal Foundation

When April 3rd arrives each year, we
celebrate the birth of our founder.
The Sheth Sangreal Foundation,
headed by Brian and Adria Sheth,
seized that day to offer a giving
match announced during a fireside
chat between Jane and Brian at
American University’s School of
International Service. Brian, cofounder and president of Vista
Equity Partners, and founder and
board chairman of Global Wildlife
Conservation, helped JGI garner
more than $200,000 in donations

with their match in honor of Jane’s
83rd birthday. This generosity
enables Jane to continue to inspire
and spread her message of hope,
and for JGI to solidify and expand
our work to build a better world
for all living species. JGI and
the Sheth Sangreal Foundation
partnership to amplify Jane’s message
and grow funding for our work is an
ideal mixture, and we’re grateful to
Brian and Adria for their continued
support of our mission.

The Jane Goodall Institute
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Oregon Roots & Shoots

Brooke Abbruzzese decided
she would help animals and the
environment when she was just 11
years old. A few years later, she found
the JGI’s Roots & Shoots program,
which guided and honed her sense of
purpose to take action.

A group effort: Guided by the
Roots & Shoots 4-Step Formula,
community mapping exercises, and
example Roots & Shoots projects,
Abbruzzese and 13 classmates at
Beverly Cleary School in Portland,
Oregon found inspiration in the
culture and resources of their area:
the culinary scene in Portland.
They would create a cookbook
to raise money to support JGI’s
Tchimpounga sanctuary, home to
nearly 150 chimpanzees, most of
them saved from the illegal pet or
bushmeat trade.

Celebrity contributions: The group
collected recipes by contacting
local restaurateurs and chefs. Their
enthusiasm inspired the group to
dream a little bigger. Brooke and her
team asked Ina Garten for a recipe.
And Michelle Obama. And Jane.

And they all said yes. Jane also wrote
the cookbook’s foreword, proving
that no dream is unattainable with
hard work and persistence.

Over $10,000 raised so far: Brooke
and her team consulted with a
food photographer, an experienced
publisher, and other players in the
vibrant Portland food scene. Three
years later, the Grant Park Roots &
Shoots group published Saving Pan, a
vegetarian cookbook with 50 recipes.
They’ve already sold many copies and
have donated more than $10,000 to
JGI.

Carol Currier
A JGI major donor, Carol Currier
was drawn to JGI because of her
conviction that changes in human
behavior are necessary to preserve
species, particularly great apes.
As a board-certified physician in
Preventive Medicine and Addiction
Medicine, she also believes that by
influencing behavior now, the future
can indeed be better for all. A dedicated animal lover, Carol is pleased

The Jane Goodall Institute
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to share her home with six dogs. She
also is devoted to reading, music,
and ideas. “I feel every part of nature
has a message for us and I love listening. I think a part of our soul breathes
when we look at a horizon from a hill
in the woods or hear the ocean surf.”
We appreciate her continued support
and share her conviction that we’re
all connected and should respect all
living things.

Our Donors
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Impact by Design
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JGI South Africa
JGI Spain

JGI Sweden

JGI Switzerland
JGI Taiwan

JGI Tanzania
JGI Uganda
JGI UK

JGI USA

R&S Abu Dhabi

R&S China - Chengdu

R&S China - Shanghai
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R&S Indonesia
R&S Kenya
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Financials

Accountability and transparency are important here at the Jane Goodall Institute ( JGI). Annual reports and our financial
filings give us the opportunity to share highlights from our programs, the impact they are making and how we use the
resources provided by our donors to make this work possible. We watch every expense to ensure that as much money
as possible goes to on-the-ground mission-oriented programs. We value the trust and commitment of our donors. We
endeavor every day to deliver real results while maximizing the impact of our donors’ support. The work we do is much
greater than what we can include in any single report.

Program Expenses

z Animal Welfare & 		
Conservation: 67%

Supporting Expenses

z Education: 11%

z Fundraising: 10%
z Management & General: 8%

z Communication: 3s%

2017 Total Program Expenses: $15,330,449 (82%)

Revenue

z Total Program
Expenses: 82%

2017 Total Supporting Expenses: $3,459,567 (18%)

z Grants: 54%

Other Items

z Individual
Contributions: 29%

Unrealized Gain/(Loss)

z In Kind Contributions: 9%

Exchange Rate Gain/(Loss)

z Bequests: 3%

Total Other items

143,145
14,312
157,457

z Investment Income: 2%
Change In Net Assets

z Royalties, License Fees &
Merchandise Sales: 2%

Beginning Net Assets, Prior Period

z Lecture Tour
Honorariums: 1%

Ending Net Assets, Prior Year
New Ending Net Assets

3,754,671
10,299,659
8,829,253
12,583,924

Our complete financial filings and audit report are available online. Please, visit our website at janegoodall.org/
annualreport for more detailed financial information and
history.

2017 Total Revenue: $22,387,230
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The Jane Goodall Institute is a global community conservation
organization that advances the vision and work of Dr. Jane
Goodall. By protecting chimpanzees and inspiring action to
conserve the natural world we
all share, we improve the lives of people, animals and the
environment.
Founded in 1977 by Dr. Goodall, JGI inspires hope through
the collective action of community-centered conservation, the
innovative use of science and technology, and our Roots &
Shoots youth program, now active in nearly 100 countries
around the world.

1595 Spring Hill Road, Suite 550, Vienna, VA 22182 • Phone: 703.682.9220 • Fax: 703.682.9312 • Toll Free: 1800.592.JANE
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